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The industry standard heavy-duty bulk container, Dolav bulk boxes 
are strong, tough and hygienic. They are ideal for storage, handling 
and distribution applications in a wide variety of industries including 
food processing, agriculture, nonfood manufacturing, recycling, heavy 
engineering, etc. 

Dolav Classic has a 600-litre capacity and carries unit loads of up to 
700Kg. It can carry a combined load of up to 4 tonnes when stacked. 

Dolavs are tough; they are resistant to most chemicals and operate 
in temperatures from -40°C to +60°C (depending on use and load). 
Dolavs nest 3:2 when empty and, with a fourth unit stacked on top, 
users can usually fit 104 Dolavs on the return transport truck. 

Dolav Classic is available in both solid or ventilated formats. Smooth 
surfaces and curved corners, free from dirt traps, are quick and easy 
to clean and protect contents from damage.

Dolavs are ideal for use in fridges and freezers. Ventilated models 
promote air flow, speeding chilling and helping to maintain a constant 
temperature. 

Dolav Classic bulk boxes
Industry standard bulk handling container

Reusable plastic trays, bulk boxes, pallets 
& dollies for short or long term rental

Rental allows you to acquire what you need, when you need it. 
Logtek’s large fleet of trays, bulk boxes, pallets and wheeled 
dollies ensures our customers meet day to day needs 
with the flexibility to address peak or 
seasonal demands.



Dolav Classic technical specification
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Operating instructions

Bulk boxes should only be stacked on a flat level surface. Care should be taken to ensure that boxes are correctly stacked 
before stacking another unit on top. 

Units can be accessed by fork lift vehicle from all four sides. When using pallet ‘pump’ trucks, care should be taken that the 
truck wheels are not resting on the Dolav runners when raising the unit as this could damage the runners (Logtek provide a 
maintenance service).

Dolavs nest 3 into 2 when empty to save space on return transport. Place a second Dolav end-on in a base unit, then invert a 
third Dolav on top. With a fourth unit stacked on top, users can usually fit 104 Dolavs on the return transport truck.

Solid Dolav Classic specification 

Description:  Solid Dolav Classic fitted with two runners,   
   suitable for direct food contact.

External dimensions: 1200 x 1000 x 740mm

Internal dimensions: 1120 x 920  x 600mm

Volume:    600 litres    

Weight:    36 Kg

Maximum loading: 700 Kg unit load (combined load of up to 4 tonnes  
   when stacked)

Ventilated Dolav Classic specification 

Description:  Ventilated Dolav Classic fitted with two runners,  
   suitable for direct food contact.

External dimensions: 1200 x 1000 x 740mm

Internal dimensions: 1120 x 920  x 600mm

Volume:    600 litres      

Weight:    35 Kg

Maximum loading: 700 Kg unit load (combined load of up to 4 tonnes  
   when stacked)


